FREE BOBBY NOW!
political prisoner
NEW HAVEN, Conn.

SEIZE THE TIME BENEFIT
SUNDAY
OCTOBER 11, 1970
SPORTSMAN CLUB
53rd & Grove Sts.
5:00 -
9:00 P.M.
OAKLAND
CALIFORNIA

DONATION
$1.50 each
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 465-3647

The Lumpen
Black Panther Party
Hear the Lumpen sing their latest recording on Seize the Time Label — Free Bobby Now and No more and more of their soon to be released L.P.

Hear Elaine Brown and the Lumpen together singing revolutionary songs.

Elaine Brown
Deputy Minister of Information
Black Panther Party
Southern California

Hear Elaine Brown sing her latest recordings from the album Seize The Time and talk about the Anti-Imperialist Delegation’s trip to North Korea, North Vietnam and Peking, China and the opening of the Black Panther Party International Section Embassy in Algiers, Algeria.

First 5 (Five) People Receive "Seize The Time L.P. And The Lumpen's 45" Recording Free
MERRITT COLLEGE BSU
IS HAVING
A PEOPLE'S REVOLUTIONARY CONCERT
ON
THURSDAY,
OCT. 29

FREEDOM MESSENGERS

THE MERRITT COLLEGE BLACK STUDENT UNION IS PRESENTING A REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLE'S CONCERT FEATURING EMMORY DOUGLAS, MINISTER OF CULTURE, BLACK PANTHER PARTY, ELAINE BROWN, DEPUTY MINISTER OF INFORMATION, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, BLACK PANTHER PARTY AND THE LUMPEN, BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

THE CONCERT WILL FEATURE SOME OF THE SONGS THAT ELAINE HAS MADE ON HER LATEST ALBUM "SEIZE THE TIME" AND THE LATEST "45" BY THE LUMPEN "FREE BOBBY NOW" AND "NO MORE"

DURING COLLEGE HOUR
IN MERRITT AUDITORIUM
FROM 11 TO 12
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE